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Best free online multiplayer racing games

Sign in to your Car Gas account Continue with Facebook, or you don't need a console to put the pedal on the metal, with many incredible racing games available for games on your Android mobile device. While the screen may be smaller, the excitement of screaming across that finish line remains very much the same. Here are our picks
of the best tire-screechers to play on a smaller screen in the 2020s.Get ready to go off-road with Dirt Bike UnchainedRed Bull brand new racing games for Android and iOS is the best way to experience the thrill of moto racing on the go. Using an elegant control system, it's up to you to navigate down courses from all over the world, nail
jumps and tricks and unlock new bikes, gear and recognizable real riders as you walk. Can you unlock your own precious Red Bull helmet? Also read our recent feature on how Dirt Bike Unchained was made. For players of a particular generation, the best racing games were not defined by realism, lap times and pixel-perfect recreation of
familiar tracks: they were about weaving in and out of oncoming traffic and drifting to banging chiptunes, desperately trying to make it to the next checkpoint before the timer ran down to zero. Horizon Chase: World Tour is a faithful recreation of the subgenre defined by Sega's classic OutRun, perfectly ported to phones - with nearly 100
tracks to blast through. Unlike many other mobile games, it's not a free-to-play title with in-app purchases, but you can still play the first five slots to see if it's your jam still (it is). Get your heart rate pounding with Bike Unchained 2A cycling games with enough action and adrenaline to make our list of the best racing games for Android, Bike
Unchained 2 does an incredible job of translating the excitement of hurting down a mountainside into touchscreens. This is slopestyle and the goal is to get to the bottom of both the fastest and most impressive way possible, throwing tricks as you thrash yourself in front of the competition. There are plenty of equipment to unlock, as well
as an entire workshop full of real bike parts to build from - what are you waiting for? The mobile studio Gameloft has spent decades figuring out how to bring full-scale gaming experiences over to smartphones, and nine iterations into their popular racing franchise, it's fair to say they've got it sussed. Asphalt 9: Legends focuses on the
simplest pleasures that realistic graphics provide – turning a licensed Ferrari or Porsche (or any top supercar, really) around – while keeping the touchscreen streamlined and extremely stupid. Want to take your buddy into eight-person multiplayer mode by throwing on the handbrake and dropping a 360 in the middle of the street? Go for
it. If you need a primer on Mario Kart at this point, really, where have you been this past quarter century? Are you hiding under a blue shell somewhere? What you may not have realized, however, is that everyone's favorite map racer is now available to play on Android (And iOS too), and has received an important upgrade under the hood
in the months since its launch: online multiplayer. Throwing banana skins at your friends to trip them up has never been so socially acceptable. Hone your skills in GRID AutosportLong before codemasters' GRID series returned to consoles in 2019, delivering a masterclass in revitalizing a series through an intoxicating mix of realism and
clean, non-hold-barred thrills, mobile players were treated to the arrival of GRID Autosport - which managed the same feat, only on a smaller screen. Grid Autosport is brilliantly authentic, avoiding the bells and whistles to deliver an incredibly realistic and incredibly tough racing simulator. Endless customizable controls and beautiful
visuals only add to the fact that, as far as mobile cyclists go, Grid Autosport may well be at the tip of the pack. NaturalMotion Games CSR Racing 2 is one of the most popular racing games on mobile, and it's not hard to see why. First launched way back in 2016, the sheer wealth of content in CSR Racing 2 ensures that we could still play
the incredibly generous drag racing title for years to come. Gameplay can be relatively simple, but it is in the beautiful loop of victory, currency, customization where the game comes to life. Graphics were stunning on release and are still eye-catching today, and while racing itself can sometimes seem like an afterthought, the sense of
achievement when the vehicle becomes a souped-up speed demon is hard to replicate. Those familiar with Kairosoft's amazing brand of management sims through their excellent Game Dev Story and Hot Springs Story (yes, really - a spa management sim) will know what to expect from Grand Prix Story 2, the follow-up to the equally
excellent 2011 original. For everyone else, you're a wonderful surprise. Not a racing game per se (races are actually simulated) Grand Prix Story earns its place on this list thanks to pure addictive gameplay, giving you the responsibility for a budding race team and asking that you build it into a fierce winning machine. Human resources
management, vehicle customization and some acquisitions all come into play as you race (well, manage) your way to your goal. Grand Prix Story is deeply charming and incredibly compulsive, and is a brilliant racing game, just without racing. Getting dirty in Dirt Trackin 2© Bennett Racing SimulationsBigger doesn't always mean better,
and the unique charm of Ratbag Games' Dirt Trackin 2 shows you don't need a mega budget to provide a brilliant racing experience. Racing on small tracks with ridiculously overpowered vehicles, Dirt Trackin 2 may not be the most polished game on this list, but it is certainly one of the funniest. Like rallies, but on incredibly tight tracks,
Dirt Trackin 2 provides a rigorous challenge to those used for more traditional racing, and its excellent career mode and brutally competitive multiplayer make this a no-brainer for those who are happy to down and dirty. Nitro Nation's is no misleading - this high-octane street drag racing title promises speed and delivers in spades, although
what is more surprising is the level of depth in off-track offerings. Not dissimilar to CSR Racing 2 in its approach to grind-happy progression, Nitro Nation is fiendishly addictive when immersing yourself in the myriad of options available to customize your car to get the decisive edge. The races are tough and there are a number of
beautifully realized tracks, but it's the incremental progress when you fine-tune your vehicle that makes nitro nation a true timeuck. Rewarding racing experience jumping and collecting bonus in this rolling 2D arcade racing game. Old school drag racing game that offers tons of cars and adaptations race bike from one end of town to the
other as fast as you can without crashing race around the track in altered race care, shoot your opponents, and avoid incoming attacks! Take on fierce opponents from rival crews as your drag race your way to fame Explore the 3D city in fun cars and do some tricks while you're on the Drag race car and customize it with your wins. Despite
the physics and losing traction as you drive your way through this awesome arcade throwback Race around town, make some money, and unlock cool cars Street race in the city, but watch out for the police - they will come after you take a ride down the memorial track with this clone of nascar heat play alone or with a friend in this
awesome 2D , old-school racing game Live the life of a grand prix racer Another popular type of racing game, a 2D bird's eye view of the race track, ideal for multiplayer fun. Race through the cones of an Atari-like virtual track Enjoy a simple arcade racing game that you can play with a friend Avoid fast movement traffic to get to the
destination Rally around snowy tracks as you try to emerge victorious in every competition A fantastic 3D racing game with lots of supercars and lots of fun to go around race down 3D tracks with amazing graphics in 1 car Can you reach the end of each track? Speed is important, as are you avid driving skills Race your stock car across
North America and earn some upgrades along the way It's like Super Mario Cart, but with real cars and better weapons What are the best racing games on PC? Whether you're mastering muddy tracks in the Dirt Rally or embracing Forza Horizon 4's brilliant Britain, here are the best cyclists around. Picking the very best racing games on
PC is no easy task. So many elements contribute: the genre isn't just about graphic fidelity and hair-raising sound design - although both certainly help - it's also about pulling you into the action as if you're there in the driver's seat, your eyes strained as the asphalt whips past at 240kph. From honing the timing for a perfect gear shift to
kicking out the back-end for a sublime operation, a quality racing game just feels right. Don't ask: How could you forget grand prix legends! Where's Geoff Crammond?! When versions of these games appear on the or GOG, we will be the first in line to play them again ... and inevitably find they have not aged as well as we hoped. So for
those of you who just want to jump in and fire up the engine of a superb racer, whether it's an intricate Sim or an arcade thriller, we have some mind-blowing PC riders for you. The best racing games are: Forza Horizon 4 Playground Games' latest racing title has left the Aussie Outback for the British Isles in Forza Horizon 4. Forza's ten-
hour campaign has you raced through the Scottish Highlands, the coast around the Lake District, and drive through charming British villages. As the seasons change between spring, summer, autumn and winter, so does the landscape. You have to adapt your driving to suit every season, you can feel the car reacting to subtle changes
such as wet leaves and icy roads, making you more aware of the terrain and forcing you to master it in a skillful way if you want to record the best track times. If you need help getting started, just read our Forza Horizon 4 Beginner's Guide. You can participate in traditional races, seasonal championships, collaborative campaigns, stunt
jumps and endurance tests in a variety of fast and stylish vehicles, ranging from modified transit cars to disposable hypercars. Coast around the British countryside and get your hands on classic cars, and yes, there's a James Bond Car package that gives you a selection of iconic Aston Martins. As you'll find in our Forza Horizon 4 PC
review is quite a road trip. Dirt Rally 2 If you don't know your pace notes from the drive shaft, Dirty Rally 2.0 is not the racing game for you. If you're looking for an informal driving experience, just get from A to B a little faster than you would normally be able to on your daily commute, try Dirt 4, instead. In Rally 2.0, the driver will start
instructions, numbers and directions on you thick and fast, and if you can't handle varied terrain and hairpin bends, you'll smash into a tree before you know it. As you will find in our Dirt Rally 2.0 PC review, is unapologetic in its hardcore sensibilities. Unlike more casual racing games, failure here is common, and the slightest mistake will
be ruthlessly punished. Heavy crashes overwhelm the senses that a flashbang has exploded on the hood. And if you are trapped behind the pack, the introduction of surface degradation will make even driving in a straight line a match. But if you know what you're doing, there are few better approaches of this demanding discipline among
the best PC games than Dirt Rally 2.0. Just as we did in our Dirt Rally 2.0 views, you will do a lot of crashes: Codemasters driving games do not come with a tutorial this time - you will only learn from subsequent trips to the hospital. Also failing to make the drive from previous games is the procedure track generating system, Your Stage.
Instead, each race is meticulously handmade, inviting devoted fans to commit any nefarious twist and turn to memory. There are way to master Dirt Rally 2.0, and if you don't embrace its obsessively singular vision, you're finished last. Shift 2 Shift 2 may be the best compromise between realism and availability of any game on this list. It's
not just the ways the car handles - threatening, but able - but the way it consistently thinks about what players need to perform at a high level. Instead of locking the view and staring out over the hood, or asking you to run for TrackIR to let you turn your head, Shift 2 has a dynamic view that subtly changes based on context. When you
reach a mild right corner, the view changes slightly when the driver avatar looks right into the vertex. For a sharper corner, the view turns a little more, so you have a sense of what you're driving into, but it doesn't feel disorienting at all. It feels natural. Read more: Here are the best management games on PC The thinking even extends to
depth of field. This is a wildly overused visual, but Shift 2 uses it to highlight where your attention should be. When someone comes up quickly on your tail, objects get further away a little fuzzier while the mirrors sharpen to razor clarity. As you move around in heavy traffic, the cockpit becomes blurry while the cars around you come into
focus. It sounds gimmicky, but it all feels as natural as driving a car in real life. Shift 2 is truly dedicated to communicating the fun and achievement of performance driving, and it succeeds admirably. Project Cars 2 Real cars, you may have noticed, rarely cartwheel into the brink the moment you dare to mix steering and acceleration inputs.
In fact, they are quite good at walking around corners - it's almost like an engineer has given the problem some thoughts during the design process. Performance cars in Project Cars 2, while certainly more suited to biting back, are even better at the whole turnaround. Throw a Ferrari or Lamborghini around the track (as we've done on a
number of occasions) and you'll probably spend more time having fun than fretting about the absence of a rewind button in real life. They are, it seems, equally frustrated by driving the Sim genre's propensity to equate challenge with the feeling of riding on treadless tires on a slab of melting ice set at an angle of 45 degrees. So here cars
actually go around the corners, even when you give the gas some beans. Make no mistake, this is no virtual Scallextric set - you can still make mistakes, and traction is far from absolute. But, crucially, you won't be punished for these mistakes with a quick ride into the nearest trackside barrier (at least, if you're playing with a wheel - pad
control is still a little hypersensitive). The result is a game that feels much more like real driving, and as you'll read about in our Project Cars 2 PC review, it's amazing. The studio has made many other changes to this sequel as well, shoring up the car selection with a selection of cars, and create a career mode career mode feel less errant
without sacrificing the appealing optionality that is groundbreaking for the previous game. There is even half decent AI to race against if you don't fancy the cuts and thrusts of online games. But the most spectacular update is the game's astonishing weather system, one that calculates a staggering number of factors about the physical
characteristics of materials and surfaces, water pooling and runoff, to spit out the best set of weather effects - and wet weather driving - we've ever experienced in a racing game. A fairly successful sequel, then, and even better, the developers are working on a Fast &amp; Furious game. TrackMania 2: Canyon Any genre veteran will tell
you that good track design is an important part of any quality racing title. And it's an area where TrackMania 2: Canyon really has a winning, unique selling point. While in most games a hairpin turn, g-force-laden camber, or high-speed straight can be enough, tracks in TrackMania 2: Canyon take on a terrifying, Hot Wheels-inspired new
meaning. Sweeping barrel rolls, almost impossible jumps and floating platforms that stick up two fingers to physics are what distinguish the TrackMania series from other arcade cyclists. The real heart of TrackMania 2 can be found online, where the ingenious, complex creations of others take center stage. The competition is fierce and
frantic. A race can quickly develop into a fun highlight reel with lost jumps and unforeseen corners. Racing mechanics make for an ideal pick-up-and-play multiplayer game that you can lose hours to without noticing. That's largely because of how easy the cars are to drive, and yet, when you hit (often ridiculous) tracks, it's someone's bet
that will take first place. Driver: San Francisco every arcade racer should be as cool as this game. If Steve McQueen was digitized and turned into a video game, he would be Driver: San Francisco. While Driver: SF has cars and influences from a variety of eras, it approaches everything with a 70s style. It loves American muscles, roaring
engines, howling tires and the incredibly steep hills and twisting roads of San Francisco. It may have the biggest soundtrack of any racing game, and some of the best event selections, too. It also has one of the most new entanglements in the genre. Instead of being tied to one vehicle, you can freely exchange the car for others on the
road at the touch of a button. So, in many races, the car you finish in may not be the one you started with, and in the car chases, you will quickly learn to teleport through traffic to construct a series of car disasters just to screw with opponents. It's bizarre, original and eternally delightful. As we've said before, there are many modern cyclists
who can learn from Driver: San Francisco. They don't make them like that anymore. F1 2020 An unusually thorough overhaul at a time when other annualized sports betting rings it in, F1 2020 is the most demanding, most complete and immersive entry yet in a decades-long series. Aside from diligent tweaks to the superb driving and two
new tracks, this year's great addition is the opportunity to start career mode as both a team manager and a driver, offering a dash of management sim to what is still the leading F1 racing game on the market. Race: Injection You can't put together a list of great simulation racing games without having anything from SimBin. While the studio
seems to have gone down a bit with the dubious free-to-play RaceRoom Racing Experience, SimBin was sim racing royalty in the mid-2000s. Race: Injection is their capstone game, the package that combines just about everything they achieved with the GTR series and Race 07. These are hard games, but the race-modified sedans in
the World Touring Car Cup should facilitate the transition to serious racing. Even a racing Honda Accord is still a Honda Accord, and a little more manageable speed and difficulty with the WTCC is a great place to learn the tracks and SimBin's superb physique. But there are muscle cars, endurance cars and open wheel drivers to choose
from in this pack, all of them brilliantly recreated and offer unique driving challenges. For your money, you probably can't do better than Race: Injection for sim racing. Keep it classic: Check out the best old games on PC Unfortunately, the Race series was also long in the tooth even though Injection was released and there is no hiding the
old technology it is built on. Don't let the flat lighting and dull graphics throw you off, though. A few minutes with these cars, especially if you have a quality force feedback wheels and you won't even notice the aging look. Assetto Corsa Competizione This racing sim will appeal to dedicated fans of the genre while surpassing the original
Assetto Corsa in virtually any department - and doing so means clearing a very high bar actually. It has taken a while for Competizione to work through the turmoil in Early Access, but with that's 1.0 release there are only a few mistakes left to shatter. We're pretty busy with that, too. In our Assetto Corsa Competizione review, Phil Iwaniuk
highlights how it evolves from its predecessor. It's more than just an endurance race licence to separate assetto Corsa Competizione from its predecessor, he said. It's more polished, more precise, and allows more room for long-term single-player satisfaction. iRacing Welp, here we go. The great Poobah of simulation racing. iRacing
blurs the line between play and work. The cars and tracks are recreated with a fanatical attention to detail, and the rules of league racing are about as serious as you'll find in any racing club or at any track event in the world. This is a racing game for people who want the real thing and are willing to spend hours training for it. It is perhaps
the pinnacle of Papyrus legend David Kaemmer's career. For those of us who cut their teeth on the IndyCar and Grand Prix Legends game, that name is alone Enough. iRacing isn't cheap - but at $50 a year, it's better value than many an MMO - too, you should check out the best MMOs on your PC. Nor is the emphasis on graphics. But
the rewards are aimed at a specific and demanding group of players. Once you've grown from the Codemasters games, and even things like Race: Injection is wearing a little thin, this is where you go. Also iRacing in VR is quite an experience too. There you have it, the best racing games on PC. If all this speedster action has got you
restless and impatient, why not double down on these feelings by checking up on the best upcoming PC games. Maybe you want to slow things down and focus on more cerebral pursuits? If so, read about the best strategy games on PC. Read more: There is much more vehicular chaos in our list of the best police games on PC
Meanwhile, get kicked into the quick feelings above. It turns out that virtual driving is much more exciting than trying to parallel park a used Skoda. Who knew? Knew?
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